Abstract. We exhibit a probabilistic symbolic algorithm for solving zerodimensional sparse systems. Our algorithm combines a symbolic homotopy procedure, based on a flat deformation of a certain morphism of affine varieties, with the polyhedral deformation of Huber and Sturmfels. The complexity of our algorithm is quadratic in the size of the combinatorial structure of the input system. This size is mainly represented by the mixed volume of Newton polytopes of the input polynomials and an arithmetic analogue of the mixed volume associated to the deformations under consideration.
Introduction
Numeric and symbolic methods for computing all solutions of a given zerodimensional polynomial system usually rely on deformation techniques, based on a perturbation of the original system and a subsequent (numeric or symbolic) pathfollowing method (see, e.g., [1] , [3] , [6] , [24] , [32] , [35] ). The complexity of such algorithms is usually determined by geometric invariants associated to the family of systems under consideration (see, e.g., [16] , [25] , [53] , [44] , [24] , [27] , [13] , [50] , [31] , [39] ), typically in the form of a suitable (arithmetic or geometric) Bézout number (see [36] , [25] , [33] , [46] , [26] , [23] , [43] ).
Sparse elimination theory is concerned with finding bounds for such Bézout numbers in the case of a sparse polynomial system. Its origins can be traced back to the results by D.N. Bernstein, A.G. Kushnirenko and A.G. Khovanski ([4] , [29] , [28] ) that bound the number of solutions of a polynomial system in terms of certain combinatorial invariants. More precisely, the Bernstein-KushnirenkoKhovanski (BKK for short) theorem asserts that the number of isolated solutions in the n-dimensional complex torus (C * ) n of a polynomial system of n equations in n unknowns is bounded by the mixed volume of the family of Newton polytopes of the corresponding polynomials.
Numeric (homotopy continuation) methods for sparse systems are typically based on a family of deformations called polyhedral homotopies ( [25] , [54] , [53] ). Polyhedral homotopies preserve the Newton polytope of the input polynomials and yield an effective version of the BKK theorem (see e.g. [25] , [26] ). More precisely, suppose that we are given a zero-dimensional (∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n )-sparse system defined by n polynomials f 1 , . . . , f n in n variables, where ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n are the supports of f 1 , . . . , f n , and let V ⊂ (C * ) n be the variety defined by the common zeros of f 1 , . . . , f n over (C * ) n . Then a polyhedral homotopy consists in an algebraic curve W ⊂ (C * ) n+1 such that the projection π : W → C * onto the first coordinate is dominant with generically finite fibers whose degree is the mixed volume M V conv(∆ 1 ), . . . , conv(∆ n ) of the convex hulls of ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n , the identity π −1 (1) = {1}×V holds and the first terms of the Puiseux expansions of the branches of W lying above 0 can be easily computed. Numerical continuation methods compute the first terms of these Puiseux expansions and then follow the branches of W along the interval [0, 1] to obtain approximations to all the points of the input variety V .
From the symbolic point of view, a family of homotopy algorithms is based on a flat deformation of a certain morphism of affine varieties. This deformation, implicitly considered in the papers [20] , [19] , is isolated in [24] and refined in [50] , [23] , [7] , [39] , in order to solve particular instances of a parametric system with a finite generically-unramified linear projection of low degree. More precisely, let V be a zero-dimensional variety of C n , defined by a "square" system f 1 = · · · = f n = 0, and let be given an algebraic curve W ⊂ C n+1 and a (dominant) projection mapping π : W → C which represent a deformation of V . Then, from a complete description of a generic fiber of the projection π : W → C, it is possible to compute a complete description of the input fiber, say π −1 (1) = {1} × V . The complexity of this procedure can be roughly estimated by the product of two geometric invariants: the degree of the morphism π and the degree of the curve W . The algorithm is nearly optimal in worst case [13] , and has good performance over certain well-posed families of polynomial systems of practical interest (see [24] , [50] , [7] , [12] ).
In this article we combine these symbolic techniques, particularly in the version of [7] , with the polyhedral deformation [25] , in order to derive a symbolic probabilistic algorithm for solving sparse zero-dimensional polynomial systems with quadratic complexity in the size of the combinatorial structure of the input system. More precisely, suppose that we are given polynomials f 1 , . . . , f n of Q[X 1 , . . . , X n ] such that the system f 1 = 0, . . . , f n = 0 defines a zero-dimensional affine subvariety V of C n . Denote by ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n ⊂ Z n ≥0 the supports of f 1 , . . . , f n , and assume that 0 ∈ ∆ i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and the mixed volume D of the Newton polytopes conv(∆ 1 ), . . . , conv(∆ n ) is nonzero. Then, given a "sufficiently generic" lifting function ω for (∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n ) and the corresponding mixed subdivision, we exhibit an algorithm which computes a complete description of the solution set V of the input system f 1 = 0, . . . , f n = 0.
The polyhedral deformation under consideration requires that the coefficients of the input polynomials satisfy certain generic conditions (see Section 3.1). For this reason, we introduce some auxiliary generic polynomials g 1 , . . . , g n with the same supports ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n and consider the perturbed polynomial system h i := f i + g i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We first solve the system h 1 = 0, . . . , h n = 0 and then recover the solutions to the input system f 1 = 0, . . . , f n = 0 by considering a homotopy of type f 1 + (1 − T )g 1 , . . . , f n + (1 − T )g n (in Section 5).
The system h 1 = 0, . . . , h n = 0 is solved by considering the polyhedral homotopy of [25] . This homotopy introduces a new variable T and deforms the polynomial h i by multiplying each nonzero monomial of h i by the power of T determined by the given lifting function ω. From the genericity of the coefficients of h 1 , . . . , h n we conclude that the roots of the resulting parametric system h 1 = 0, . . . , h n = 0 are algebraic functions of the parameter T whose expansions as Puiseux series can be obtained by "lifting" the solutions to certain zero-dimensional polynomial systems h n,γ = 0 can be easily solved due to their specific structure, which enables us to use their solutions as a starting point for our computations (see Section 4.1 for details).
The complexity of our algorithm is mainly expressed in terms of two quantities related to the combinatorial structure of the input system: the mixed volume D := M conv(∆ 1 ), . . . , conv(∆ n ) and certain (nonarchimedean) heights E, E ′ associated to our polyhedral deformations. These heights, which are an arithmetic analogue of the mixed volume D (see [41] , [42] ), can be bounded in terms of certain mixed volumes associated to the polyhedral deformation under consideration, with equality for a generic choice of the coefficients of the polynomials h i (see Lemma 2.3 below; compare also with [43, Theorem 1.1] ). Therefore, we may paraphrase our complexity estimate as saying that it is quadratic in the combinatorial structure of the input system, with a geometric and an arithmetic component. More precisely, our algorithm requires Ln O(1) D max{E, E ′ } arithmetic operations over Q (up to polylogarithmic terms), where L is the number of arithmetic operations required to evaluate the polynomials h i and f i + g i , and E and E ′ denote the height of the varieties defined by h 1 = 0, . . . , h n = 0 and f 1 +(1−T )g 1 = 0, . . . , f n +(1−T )g n = 0 respectively. This improves and refines the estimate of [7] in the case of a sparse system, which is expressed as a fourth power of D and the maximum of the degrees of the varieties h 1 = 0, . . . , h n = 0 and f 1 + (1 − T )g 1 = 0, . . . , f n + (1 − T )g n = 0. We observe that this maximum is an upper bound for the heights E and E ′ respectively. On the other hand, it also improves [44] , [45] , which solve a sparse system with a complexity which is roughly quartic in the size of the combinatorial structure of the input system. Finally, we provide an explicit estimate of the error probability of all the steps of our algorithm. This might be seen as a further contribution to the symbolic stage of the probabilistic seminumeric method of [25] , which lacks such analysis of the error probability.
Notions and notations
2.1. Sparse Elimination. Here we introduce some notions and notations of convex geometry and sparse elimination theory (see e.g. [18] , [25] ) that will be used in the sequel.
Let X 1 , . . . , X n be indeterminates over Q and write X := (X 1 , . . . , X n ). For q := (q 1 , . . . , q n ) ∈ Z n , we use the notation X q := X . By the support of f we understand the subset of Z n defined by the elements q ∈ Z n for which c q = 0 holds. The Newton polytope of f is the convex hull of the support of f in R n .
A sparse polynomial system with respect to a priori fixed finite subsets ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n of (Z ≥0 ) n is defined by polynomials
with a i,q ∈ C \ {0} for each q ∈ ∆ i and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For a finite subset ∆ of Z n , we denote by Q := conv(∆) its convex hull in R n . The usual Euclidean volume of a polytope Q in R n will be denoted by vol R n (Q). Let Q 1 , . . . , Q n be convex polytopes in R n . For λ 1 , . . . , λ n ∈ R ≥0 , we use the notation λ 1 Q 1 + · · · + λ n Q n to refer to the Minkowski sum
. This is a homogeneous polynomial function of degree n in the λ i (see e.g. [14, Chapter 7, Proposition §4.4.9]). The mixed volume M V (Q 1 , . . . , Q n ) of Q 1 , . . . , Q n is defined as the coefficient of the monomial
For i = 1, . . . , n, let ∆ i be a finite subset of Z n ≥0 and let Q i := conv(∆ i ) denote the corresponding polytope. Let f 1 , . . . , f n be a sparse polynomial system with respect to ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n . The BKK theorem ( [4] , [29] , [28] ) asserts that the system f 1 = 0, . . . , f n = 0 has at most M V (Q 1 , . . . , Q n ) isolated common solutions in the n-dimensional torus (C * ) n , with equality for generic choices of the coefficients of f 1 , . . . , f n . Furthermore, if the condition 0 ∈ Q i holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then M V (Q 1 , . . . , Q n ) bounds the number of solutions in the n-dimensional affine complex space A n := A n (C) (see [33] ). Assume that the union of the sets ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n affinely generate Z n , and consider the partition of ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n defined by the relation ∆ i ∼ ∆ j if and only if ∆ i = ∆ j . Let s ∈ N denote the number of classes in this partition, and let
Without loss of generality, we will assume that
the intersection conv(C i ) ∩ conv(C j ) ⊂ R n is either the empty set or a face of both conv(C i ) and conv(C j ) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m,
we say that C is a fine-mixed subdivision of A. Observe that, as a consequence of conditions (4) and (5), for each cell
We point out that a mixed subdivision C of A enables us to compute the mixed volume of the family Q 1 = conv(∆ 1 ), . . . , Q n = conv(∆ n ) by means of the following identity (see [25, Theorem 2.4 .]):
A fine-mixed subdivision of A can be obtained by means of a lifting process as explained in what follows. For 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s, let ω ℓ : A (ℓ) → R be an arbitrary function. The tuple ω := (ω 1 , . . . , ω s ) is called a lifting function for A. Once a lifting function ω is fixed, the graph of any subset
Then, for a sufficiently generic lifting function ω, the set of cells C of A satisfying the conditions:
) is a face of ( A (1) , . . . , A (s) ) whose inner normal has positive last coordinate, is a fine-mixed subdivision of A (see [25, Section 2] ). More precisely, we have the following result (cf. [ 
25, Section 2]):
Lemma 2.1. The lifting process associated to a lifting function ω yields a finemixed subdivision of A if the following condition holds: for every r 1 , . . . , r s ∈ Z ≥0 with s ℓ=1 r ℓ > n and every cell (C (1) , . . . , C (s) ) with
. . .
Proof. Notice that (1)-(3) are automatically satisfied by the set of cells defined by conditions (i)-(ii). Assume that the condition of the statement of the lemma is met and consider a cell C = (C (1) , . . . , C (s) ) of A satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) above. Being C a lower facet of A, the identity dim(conv(
)) = n. Now, the condition stated on ω implies that s ℓ=1 r ℓ ≤ n and, taking into account that the s ℓ=1 r ℓ many vectors q ℓ,j − q ℓ,0 (1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s, 1 ≤ j ≤ r ℓ ) span a linear space of dimension n, we conclude that the equality s ℓ=1 r ℓ = n holds, which shows that condition (5) in the definition of a fine-mixed subdivision is met. Moreover, as
) for an arbitrary cell C, we see that dim(conv(C (ℓ) )) = r ℓ holds for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s, which implies that condition (4) is also valid. This finishes the proof of the lemma.
Note that the condition rank(V ( C)) = n+1 can be restated as the non-vanishing of the maximal minors of the matrix V ( C). Since rank(V (C)) = n, these maximal minors are nonzero linear forms in the unknown values ω ℓ (q ℓ,j ) of the lifting function. Thus, if N ℓ = #A (ℓ) for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s, a sufficiently generic lifting function can be obtained by randomly choosing the values ω ℓ (q ℓ,j ) of ω at the points of A (ℓ) from the set {1, 2, . . . , ρ2
N1+···+Ns }, with probability of success at least 1 − 1/ρ for ρ ∈ N.
In the sequel, we shall assume that a sufficiently generic lifting function and the induced fine-mixed subdivision of A are given.
2.2.
Complexity model and complexity estimates. In this section we describe our computational model and briefly mention efficient algorithms for some basic specific algebraic tasks.
2.2.1. Complexity model. Algorithms in computational algebraic geometry are usually described using the standard dense (or sparse) complexity model, i.e. encoding multivariate polynomials by means of the vector of all (or of all nonzero) coefficients. Taking into account that a generic n-variate polynomial of degree d has d+n n = O(d n ) nonzero coefficients, we see that the dense representation of multivariate polynomials requires an exponential size, and their manipulation usually requires an exponential number of arithmetic operations with respect to the parameters d and n. In order to avoid this exponential behavior, we are going to use an alternative encoding of input, output and intermediate results of our computations by means of straight-line programs (cf. [22] , [52] , [38] , [11] ). A straight-line program β in Q(X) := Q(X 1 , . . . , X n ) is a finite sequence of rational functions (f 1 , . . . , f k ) ∈ Q(X) k such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the function f i is an element of the set {X 1 , . . . , X n }, or an element of Q (a parameter), or there ex-
A natural measure of the complexity of β is its time or length (cf. [8] , [48] ), which is the total number of arithmetic operations performed during the evaluation process defined by β. We say that the straight-line program β computes or represents a subset S of Q(X) if S ⊂ {f 1 , . . . , f k } holds.
Our model of computation is based on the concept of straight-line programs. However, a model of computation consisting only of straight-line programs is not expressive enough for our purposes. Therefore we allow our model to include decisions and selections (subject to previous decisions). For this reason we shall also consider computation trees, which are straight-line programs with branchings. Time of the evaluation of a given computation tree is defined similarly to the case of straight-line programs (see e.g. [55] , [11] for more details on the notion of computation trees).
Probabilistic identity testing.
A difficult point in the manipulation of multivariate polynomials given by straight-line programs is the so-called identity testing problem: given two elements f and g of C[X] := C[X 1 , . . . , X n ], decide whether f and g represent the same polynomial function on C n . Indeed, all known deterministic algorithms solving this problem have complexity at least max{deg f, deg g} Ω (1) . In this article we are going to use probabilistic algorithms to solve the identity testing problem, based on the following result: [49] ). Let f be a nonzero polynomial of C[X] of degree at most d and let S be a finite subset of C. Then the number of zeros of f in S n is at most d(#S) n−1 .
For the analysis of our algorithms, we shall interpret the statement of Theorem 2.2 in terms of probabilities. More precisely, given a fix nonzero polynomial f in C[X 1 , . . . , X n ] of degree at most d, we conclude from Theorem 2.2 that the probability of choosing randomly a point a ∈ S n such that f (a) = 0 holds is bounded from above by d/#S (assuming a uniform distribution of probability on the elements of S n ).
2.2.3.
Basic complexity estimates. In order to estimate the complexity of our procedures we shall frequently use the notation M(m) := m log 2 m log log m. Here and in the sequel log will denote logarithm in base 2. Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic zero with unity. We recall that the number of arithmetic operations in R necessary to compute the multiplication or division with remainder of two univariate polynomials in R[T ] of degree at most m is O M(m)/ log(m) (cf. [56] , [5] ). Multipoint evaluation and interpolation of univariate polynomials of R[T ] of degree m at invertible points a 1 , . . . , a m ∈ R can be performed with O M(m) arithmetic operations in R (see e.g. [9] ).
If R = k is a field, then we shall use algorithms based on the Extended Euclidean Algorithm (EEA for short) in order to compute the gcd or resultant of two univariate polynomials in k[T ] of degree at most m with O M(m) arithmetic operations in k (cf. [56] , [5] ). We use Padé approximation in order to compute the dense representation of the numerator and denominator of a rational function f = p/q ∈ k(T ) with max{deg p, deg q} ≤ m from its Taylor series expansion up to order 2m. This also requires O(M(m)) arithmetic operations in k ( [56] , [5] ).
For brevity, we will denote by Ω the exponent that appears in the complexity estimate O(n Ω ) for the multiplication of two (n × n)-matrices with coefficients in Q. We remark that the (theoretical) bound Ω < 2.376 is typically impractical and we prefer to take Ω := log 7 ∼ 2.81 (cf. [5] ).
2.3. Geometric solutions. The notion of a geometric solution of an algebraic variety was first introduced in the works of Kronecker and König in the last years of the XIXth century. Nowadays, geometric solutions are widely used in computer algebra as a suitable representation of algebraic varieties, especially in the zerodimensional case.
Let K denote an algebraic closure of a field K of characteristic zero, let A n (K) be the n-dimensional space K n endowed with its Zariski topology, and let V =
In the sequel, we shall be given a polynomial system f 1 = · · · = f n = 0 of nvariate polynomials of Q[X] defining a zero-dimensional affine variety V ⊂ A n := A n (C). We shall consider the system f 1 = · · · = f n = 0 (symbolically) "solved" if we obtain a geometric solution of V as defined above.
This notion of geometric solution can be extended to equidimensional varieties of positive dimension. For our purposes, it will be sufficient to consider the case of an algebraic curve defined over Q.
Suppose that we are given a curve V ⊂ A n+1 defined by polynomials 
We call m u the minimal polynomial of u in V . In these terms, a geometric solution of the curve V consists of
We observe that deg Y m U equals the cardinality of the zero-dimensional variety defined by f 1 , . . . , f n over A n Q(T ) . In the sequel, we shall deal with curves V := V (f 1 , . . . , f n ) ⊂ A n+1 as above. The complexity of the algorithms for solving the systems f 1 = · · · = f n = 0 defining such curves will be expressed mainly by means of two discrete invariants: the degree and the height of the projection π : V → A 1 . The degree of π is defined as the degree deg m u = deg Y M u of the minimal polynomial of a generic linear form u ∈ Q[X 1 , . . . , X n ] and can be considered as a measure of the "complexity" of the curve V . On the other hand, the height of π is defined as deg T M u and may be considered as a measure of the "complexity of the description" of the curve V .
In the sparse setting, we can estimate deg Y M u and deg T M u in terms of combinatorial quantities (namely, mixed volumes) associated to the polynomial system under consideration (see also [43] ). Lemma 2.3. Let assumptions and notations be as above. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Q i ⊂ R n be the Newton polytope of f i , considering f i as an element of Q(T )[X]. Let Q 1 , . . . , Q n ⊂ R n+1 be the Newton polytopes of f 1 , . . . , f n , considering f 1 , . . . , f n as elements of Q[X, T ], and let ∆ ⊂ R n+1 be the standard unitary simplex in the plane {T = 0}, i.e., the Newton polytope of a generic linear form u ∈ Q[X]. Assume that 0 ∈ Q i for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then the following estimates hold:
then the following inequality holds:
. . , Q n ) follows straightforwardly from the BKK bound and the affine root count in [33] . In order to obtain an upper bound for deg T M u , we observe that substituting a generic value y ∈ Q for Y we have deg
Moreover, it follows that M u (t, y) = 0 if and only if there exists a point x ∈ A n with y = u(x) and (x, t) ∈ V . Thus, it suffices to estimate the number of points (x, t) ∈ A n+1 satisfying u(x) − y = 0, f 1 (x, t) = 0, . . . , f n (x, t) = 0. Being u a generic linear form, the system
has finitely many common zeros in A n+1 . Combining the BKK bound with the affine root count of [33] we see that there are at most M V (∆, Q 1 , . . . , Q n ) solutions of (2.4). We conclude that deg
In order to prove (2.3), we make use of basic properties of the mixed volume (see, for instance, [17, Ch. IV]). Since Q i ⊂ Q i × [0, c i ] holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, by the monotonicity of the mixed volume we have
If the vector (j 1 , . . . , j n ) has at least two nonzero coordinates, then two of the sets S 1,j1 , . . . , S n,jn are parallel line segments; therefore, M V (∆, S 1,j1 , . . . , S n,jn ) = 0. On the other hand, if j i is the only nonzero coordinate, the corresponding term in the sum of the right-hand side of (2.5) is
Finally, for (j 1 . . . , j n ) = (0, . . . , 0) we have M V n+1 (∆, Q 1 × {0}, . . . , Q n × {0}) = 0 since all the polytopes are included in an n-dimensional subspace.
We conclude that the right-hand side of (2.5) equals the right-hand side of (2.3). This finishes the proof of the lemma.
From the algorithmic point of view, the crucial step towards the computation of a geometric solution of the variety V consists in the computation of the minimal polynomial m u of a generic linear form u which separates the points of V . In the remaining part of this section we shall show how we can derive an algorithm for computing the entire geometric solution of a zero-dimensional variety V defined over Q from a procedure for computing the minimal polynomial of a generic linear form u (cf. [2] , [21] , [50] ).
Let Λ := (Λ 1 , . . . , Λ n ) be a vector of new indeterminates and let K := Q(Λ). Denote by I K the ideal in K[X 1 , . . . , X n ] which is the extension of the ideal I := I(V ) ⊂ Q[X 1 , . . . , X n ] of the zero-dimensional variety V , and denote by B := K[X 1 , . . . , X n ]/I K the corresponding zero-dimensional quotient algebra. Write
, taking the partial derivative of m U (Λ, U ) with respect to the variable Λ k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we conclude that
Observe that the degree estimate deg
In particular, we have that the identities 
Now, suppose that we are given an algorithm Ψ over Q(Λ) for computing the minimal polynomial of the linear form U = Λ 1 X 1 + · · · + Λ n X n . Suppose further that we are given a separating linear form u :
such that the vector (u 1 , . . . , u n ) does not annihilate any denominator in Q[Λ] of any intermediate result of the algorithm Ψ. In order to compute the polynomials v 1 , . . . , v n of (2.7), we observe that the Taylor expansion of m U (Λ, Y ) in powers of Λ − u := (Λ 1 − u 1 , . . . , Λ n − u n ) has the following expression:
We shall compute this first-order Taylor expansion by computing the first-order Taylor expansion of each intermediate result in the algorithm Ψ . In this way, each arithmetic operation in Q(Λ) arising in the algorithm Ψ becomes an arithmetic operation between two polynomials of Q[Λ] of degree at most 1, and is truncated up to order (Λ − u) 2 . Since the first-order Taylor expansion of an addition, multiplication or division of two polynomials of Q[Λ] of degree at most 1 requires O(n) arithmetic operations in Q, we have that the whole step requires O(nT) arithmetic operations in Q, where T is the number of arithmetic operations in Q(Λ) performed by the algorithm Ψ.
Finally, the computation of the polynomials w 1 , . . . , w n of (2.8) requires the inversion of ∂m u /∂Y modulo m u (Y ) and the modular multiplication
These steps can be executed with additional O nM(D) arithmetic operations in Q. Summarizing, we have the following result:
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that we are given:
(
Then a geometric solution of the variety V can be (deterministically) computed with Let f 1 , . . . , f n ∈ Q[X] be polynomials defining a sparse system with respect to ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n and let d 1 , . . . , d n be their total degrees. Let d := {d 1 , . . . , d n }. Suppose that f 1 , . . . , f n define a zero-dimensional variety V in A n . As in the previous section, we group equal supports into s ≤ n distinct supports
) and denote by k ℓ the number of polynomials f i with support
From now on we assume that we are given a sufficiently generic lifting function ω := (ω 1 , . . . , ω s ) and the fine-mixed subdivision of A induced by ω. We assume further that the function ω ℓ : A (ℓ) → Z takes only nonnegative values and ω ℓ (0, . . . , 0) = 0 for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s. The lifting function ω and the corresponding fine-mixed subdivision of A can be used in order to define an appropriate deformation of the input system, the so-called polyhedral deformation introduced by Huber and Sturmfels in [25] . Our purpose here is to use this polyhedral deformation to derive a symbolic probabilistic algorithm which computes a geometric solution of the input system f 1 = 0, . . . , f n = 0.
Since the polyhedral deformation requires that the coefficients of the input polynomials satisfy certain generic conditions, we introduce some auxiliary generic polynomials g 1 , . . . , g n with the same supports ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n and consider the perturbed polynomial system defined by h i := f i + g i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The genericity conditions underlying the choice of g 1 , . . . , g n and h 1 , . . . , h n are discussed in Section 3.1. We observe that if the coefficients of the input polynomials f 1 , . . . , f n satisfy these conditions then our method can be directly applied to f 1 , . . . , f n .
Otherwise, we first solve the system h 1 = 0, . . . , h n = 0 and then recover the solutions to the input system f 1 = 0, . . . , f n = 0 by considering the homotopy
3.1. The polyhedral deformation. This section is devoted to introducing the polyhedral deformation of Huber and Sturmfels.
Let h i := q∈∆i c i,q X q for 1 ≤ i ≤ n be polynomials in Q[X] and let V 1 denote the set of their common zeros in A n . For i = 1, . . . , n, let ℓ i be the (unique) integer with ∆ i = A (ℓi) , and let ω i := ω ℓi be the lifting function associated to the support ∆ i . In order to simplify notations, the n-tuple ω := ( ω 1 , . . . , ω n ) will be denoted simply by ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω n ). As before, we denote by
and extend this notation correspondingly. For a new indeterminate T , we deform the polynomials h 1 , . . . , h n into polynomials h 1 , . . . , h n ∈ Q[X, T ] defined in the following way:
Let I denote the ideal of Q[X, T ] generated by h 1 , . . . , h n and let J denote the Jacobian determinant of h 1 , . . . , h n with respect to the variables X 1 , . . . , X n . We set
We shall show that, under a generic choice of the coefficients of h 1 , . . . , h n , the system defined by the polynomials in (3.1) constitutes a deformation of the input system h 1 = 0, . . . , h n = 0, in the sense that the morphism π : V → A 1 defined by π(x, t) := t is a dominant map with π −1 (1) = V 1 × {1}. We shall further exhibit degree estimates on the genericity condition underlying such choice of coefficients. These estimates will allow us to obtain suitable polynomials h 1 , . . . , h n by randomly choosing their coefficients in an appropriate finite subset of Z.
According to [25, Section 3] , the solutions over an algebraic closure Q(T ) of Q(T ) to the system defined by the polynomials (3.1) are algebraic functions of the parameter T which can be represented as Puiseux series of the form
where γ := (γ 1 , . . . , γ n , γ n+1 ) ∈ Z n+1 is an inner normal with positive last coordinate
, and
n is a solution to the polynomial system defined by
where, as defined before, ℓ i is the integer with 1 ≤ ℓ i ≤ s and ∆ i = A (ℓi) . We shall "lift" each solution x 0 to this system to a solution of the form (3.3) to the system defined by (3.1) . This means that, on input x 0 , we shall compute the Puiseux series expansion of the corresponding solution (3.3) truncated up to a suitable order. Let
n,γ (x) = 0}. A particular feature of the polynomials (3.4 γ ) which makes the associated equation system "easy to solve" is that the vector of their supports is (
) is a cell of type (k 1 , . . . , k s ) in a fine-mixed subdivision of A. Therefore, for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s, the set C (ℓ) consists of k ℓ + 1 points and hence, up to monomial multiplication so that each polynomial has a non-zero constant term, the (Laurent) polynomials in (3.4 γ ) are linear combinations of n + 1 distinct monomials in n variables.
Denote Γ ⊂ Z n+1 the set of all primitive integer vectors of the form γ := (γ 1 , . . . ,γ n ,γ n+1 ) ∈ Z n+1 with γ n+1 > 0 for which there is a cell C = (C (1) , . . . , C (s) ) of type (k 1 , . . . , k s ) of the subdivision of A induced by ω such that C has inner normal γ.
Fix a cell C = (C (1) , . . . , C (s) ) of type (k 1 , . . . , k s ) of the subdivision of A induced by ω associated with a primitive inner normal γ ∈ Γ with positive last coordinate. In order to lift the points of the variety V 0,γ of (3.5) to a solution of the system defined by the polynomials in (3.1), we will work with a family of auxiliary polynomials h 1,γ , . . . , h n,γ ∈ Q[X, T ] which we define as follows:
where m i ∈ Z is the lowest power of T appearing in
Note that the polynomials obtained by substituting T = 0 into h 1,γ , . . . , h n,γ are precisely those introduced in (3.4 γ ).
3.2.
On the genericity of the initial system. Here we discuss the genericity conditions underlying the choice of the polynomials g 1 , . . . , g n that enable us to apply the polyhedral deformation defined by the lifting form ω to the system
The first condition we require is that the set of common zeros of the perturbed polynomials h 1 , . . . , h n is a zero-dimensional variety with the maximum number of points for a sparse system with the given structure. More precisely, we require the following condition:
(H1) The set
In addition, we need that the system (3.4 γ ) giving the initial points to our first deformation for every γ ∈ Γ has as many roots as possible, namely the mixed volume of their support vectors.
For each cell C = (C (1) , . . . , C (s) ) of type (k 1 , . . . , k s ) of the induced fine-mixed subdivision, set an order on the n + 1 points appearing in any of the sets C (ℓ) , after a suitable translation so that 0 ∈ C (ℓ) for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s. Assume that 0 ∈ Z n is the last point according to this order. Denote γ ∈ Z n+1 the primitive inner normal of C with positive last coordinate. Consider the n × (n + 1) matrix whose ith row is the coefficient vector of h (0) i,γ in the prescribed monomial order and set M γ ∈ Q n×n and B γ ∈ Q n×1 for the submatrices consisting of the first n columns (coefficients of non-constant monomials) and the last column (constant coefficients) respectively. Then, the coefficients of g 1 , . . . , g n are to be chosen so that the following condition holds:
(H2) For every γ ∈ Γ, the (n × n)-matrix M γ is nonsingular and all the entries of (M γ ) −1 B γ are nonzero.
Our next results assert that the above conditions can be met with good probability by randomly choosing the coefficients of g 1 , . . . , g n in a certain set S ⊂ Z. We observe that our estimate on the size of S is not intended to be accurate, but to show that the growth of the size of the integers involved in the subsequent computations is not likely to create complexity problems.
Let {Ω i,q : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, q ∈ ∆ i } be a set of new indeterminates over Q. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, write Ω i := (Ω i,q : q ∈ ∆ i ) and let H i ∈ Q[Ω i , X] be the generic polynomial
with support ∆ i and N i := #∆ i coefficients. Let Ω := (Ω 1 , . . . , Ω n ) and let N := N 1 + · · · + N n be the total number of indeterminate coefficients.
We start the analysis of the required generic conditions with the following quantitative version of Bernstein's result on the genericity of zero-dimensional sparse systems (see [4, Theorem B] , [25, Theorem 6 .1]):
Lemma 3.1. There exists a nonzero polynomial
Proof. Due to [25, Theorem 6 .1] combined with [33] , the system H 1 (c 1 , X) = 0, . . . , H n (c n , X) = 0 has D solutions in A n counting multiplicities if and only if for every facet inner normal µ ∈ Z n of Q 1 + · · · + Q n , the sparse resultant Res ∆ Therefore, the polynomial
, where the product ranges over all primitive inner normals µ ∈ Z n to facets of Q 1 + · · · + Q n , satisfies the required condition.
In order to estimate the degree of P (0) , we observe that for every facet inner normal µ ∈ Z n the following upper bound holds:
On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that the number of facets of an n-dimensional integer convex polytope P ⊂ R n which has an integer point in its interior is bounded by n! vol R n (P ). Now, taking P := (n + 1)Q, we obtain an integer polytope with the same number of facets as Q having an integer interior point. Then, the number of facets of Q is bounded by n! vol R n (P ) = n! vol R n ((n + 1)Q) = (n + 1) n n! vol R n (Q) ≤ (n + 1) n (nd) n , since Q is included in the n-dimensional simplex of size nd. This proves the upper bound for the degree P (0) of the statement of the lemma.
The next lemma is concerned with the genericity of a smooth sparse system. Lemma 3.2. With the same notations as in Lemma 3.1 and before, there exists a nonzero polynomial P (1) ∈ Q[Ω] of degree at most 4n 2n+1 d 2n−1 such that for any c ∈ Q N with P (1) (c) = 0, the system H 1 (c 1 , X) = 0, . . . , H n (c n , X) = 0 has exactly D distinct solutions in A n .
Proof. Consider the incidence variety associated to (∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n )-sparse systems, namely
As in [40, Proposition 2.3] , it follows that W is a Q-irreducible variety. Let π Ω :
. . , c n ) for which the polynomials H 1 (c 1 , X), . . . , H n (c n , X) have supports ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n respectively and the set of their common zeros in (C * ) n is a non-degenerate complete intersection variety. Then, the Jacobian J H := det(∂H i /∂X j ) 1≤i,j≤n does not vanish at any point of π −1 Ω (c) for every c ∈ U(∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n ). Let Q(Ω) ֒→ Q(W ) be the finite field extension induced by the dominant projection π Ω . By the preceding paragraph we have that the rational function defined by J H in Q(W ) is nonzero. Therefore, its primitive minimal polynomial M J ∈ Q[Ω, T ] is well defined and satisfies the degree estimates
(see [47] , [50] ). Let
J , where P (0) is the polynomial given by Lemma 3.1 and
denotes the constant term of the expansion of M J in powers of T . We claim that P (1) satisfies the requirements of the statement of the lemma. Indeed, let c ∈ Q N satisfy P (1) (c) = 0. Then P (0) (c) = 0 holds and so, Lemma 3.1 implies that
J (c) is a nonzero multiple of the product x∈π 
Finally, we exhibit a generic condition on the coefficients h 1 , . . . , h n which implies that assumption (H2) holds. Lemma 3.3. With the previous assumptions and notations, there exists a nonzero polynomial P (2) ∈ Q[Ω] with deg P (2) ≤ n(n + 1)#Γ such that for every c := (c 1 , . . . , c n ) ∈ Q N with P (2) (c) = 0, the polynomials
Proof. Fix a primitive integer inner normal γ ∈ Γ to a lower facet of A. Let
n×n and B γ ∈ Q[Ω] n×1 be the matrices constructed from the generic polynomials H 1 , . . . , H n ∈ Q[Ω][X] as explained in the paragraph preceding condition (H2). Let D 0,γ ∈ Q[Ω] be the (non-zero) determinant of M γ , and for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let D j,γ be the determinant of the matrix obtained from M γ by replacing its jth column with B γ . Set P γ := n j=0 D j,γ . Finally, take P (2) := γ∈Γ P γ .
By Cramer's rule, whenever P (2) (c) = 0, we have that the system h 1 , . . . , h n with coefficient vector c = (c 1 , . . . , c n ) meets condition (H2).
The degree estimate for P (2) follows from the fact that deg P γ ≤ n(n + 1) holds for every γ ∈ Γ, since each of the entries of the matrices whose determinants are involved has degree 1 in the variables Ω. Now, we are ready to state a generic condition on the coefficients of h 1 , . . . , h n which implies that (H1) and (H2) hold. 
N with P (c) = 0, the polynomials h i := H i (c i , X) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) satisfy conditions (H1) and (H2).
Proof. Set P := P (1) P (2) , where P (1) is the polynomial of the statement of Lemma 3.2 and P (2) is the one defined in the statement of Lemma 3.3. The result follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, and the upper bound #Γ ≤ D for the cardinality of the set of the distinct inner normal vectors considered (one for each cell of type (k 1 , . . . , k s ) in the given fine-mixed subdivision).
3.3.
Outline of the algorithm. Now we have all the tools necessary to give an outline of our algorithm for the computation of a geometric solution of the (sufficiently generic) sparse system h 1 = · · · = h n = 0.
With notations as in the previous subsections, we assume that a fine-mixed subdivision of A induced by a lifting function ω is given. This means that we are given the set Γ of inner normals of the lower facets of the convex hull of A, together with the corresponding cells of the convex hull of A. In addition, we suppose that our input polynomials h 1 , . . . , h n ∈ Q[X] satisfy conditions (H1) and (H2) and denote by V 1 ⊂ A n the affine variety defined by h 1 , . . . , h n . First, we choose a generic linear form u ∈ Q[X] such that:
• u separates the points of the zero-dimensional varieties V 1 and V 0,γ for every γ ∈ Γ. This condition is represented by the nonvanishing of a certain nonconstant polynomial of degree at most 2D 2 .
• An algorithm for the computation of the minimal polynomial of u in V 0,γ to be described below can be extended to a computation of a geometric solution of V 0,γ according to Lemma 2.4 for every γ ∈ Γ. This condition is represented by the nonvanishing of a nonconstant polynomial of degree at most 4D 3 γ for each γ ∈ Γ.
• An algorithm for the computation of the minimal polynomial of u in V to be described below can be extended to a computation of a geometric solution of V according to Lemma 2.4. This application of Lemma 2.4 requires that the coefficient vector of the linear form u does not annihilate a nonconstant polynomial of degree at most 4D 4 .
Fix ρ ≥ 2. From Theorem 2.2 it follows that a linear form u satisfying these conditions can be obtained by randomly choosing its coefficients from the set {1, . . . , 6ρD 4 } with error probability at most 1/ρ. Next we compute the monic minimal polynomial m u ∈ Q(T )[Y ] of the linear form u in the curve V introduced in (3.2) . For this purpose, we approximate the Puiseux series expansions of the branches of V lying above 0 by means of a symbolic (Newton-Hensel) "lifting" of the common zeros of the zero-dimensional varieties V 0,γ ⊂ A n defined by the polynomials (3.4 γ ) for all γ ∈ Γ (see Section 4). This in turn requires the computation of a geometric solution of V 0,γ for every γ ∈ Γ. By means of a change of variables we put the system h (0)
Then we "lift" this geometric solution to a suitable (non-archimedean) approximation m γ of a factor m γ (over Q(T )) of the desired minimal polynomial m u of u. In the next step we obtain the minimal polynomial m u = γ∈Γ m γ from the approximate factors m γ , namely, we compute the dense representation of the coefficients (in Q(T )) of m u , using Padé approximation (see Subsection 4.2 below). Finally, we apply the proof of Lemma 2.4 to derive an algorithm for computing a geometric solution of the variety V .
In the last step we compute a geometric solution of the variety V 1 by substituting 1 for T in the polynomials that form the geometric solution of V .
The whole algorithm for solving the system h 1 = · · · = h n = 0 may be briefly sketched as follows:
• Choose the coefficients of a linear form u ∈ Q[X] at random from the set {1, . . . , 6ρD
-Find a geometric solution of the variety V 0,γ defined in (3.5).
-Obtain a straight-line program for the polynomials h 1,γ , . . . , h n,γ defined in (3.6) from the coefficients of h 1 , . . . , h n and the entries of γ ∈ Z n+1 . -"Lift" the computed geometric solution of V 0,γ to an approximation m γ of the factor m γ of m u by means of a symbolic Newton-Hensel procedure.
• Obtain a geometric solution of the curve V :
-Compute the approximation m u := γ∈Γ m γ of m u .
-Compute the dense representation of m u from m u using Padé approximation. -Find a geometric solution of V applying the proof of Lemma 2.4.
• Substitute 1 for T in the polynomials which form the geometric solution of V computed in the previous step to obtain a geometric solution of the variety V 1 .
Solution of the variety V

Geometric solutions of the starting varieties.
In this subsection we exhibit an algorithm that computes, for a given inner normal γ ∈ Γ, a geometric solution of the variety V 0,γ ⊂ (C * ) n defined by the polynomials h
i,γ (1 ≤ i ≤ n) for polynomials h 1 , . . . , h n satisfying assumptions (H1) and (H2). This algorithm is based on the procedure presented in [25] .
Fix a cell C = (C (1) , . . . , C (s) ) of type (k 1 , . . . , k s ) of the given fine-mixed subdivision of A and let γ ∈ Γ be its associated inner normal. For 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s, we denote by h n,γ } that are supported in C (ℓ) . In the sequel, whenever there is no risk of confusion we will not write the subscript γ indicating which cell we are considering.
Our hypotheses imply that h
are Q-linear combinations of precisely k ℓ +1 monomials in Q[X] and, up to a multiplication by a monomial, we may assume one of them to be the constant term. Denote these monomials by X α ℓ,0 , . . . , X α ℓ,k ℓ , with α ℓ,0 := 0 ∈ Z n . Let M (ℓ) be the matrix of Q k ℓ ×(k ℓ +1) for which the following equality holds in Q[X,
and let M (ℓ) denote the square (k ℓ × k ℓ )-matrix obtained by deleting the last column from M (ℓ) . Set
where 0 here represents different block matrices with all its entries equal to 0 ∈ Q. Then M is the matrix defined by the coefficients of the nonconstant terms of the (Laurent) polynomials h
1,γ , . . . , h
n,γ , up to a translation. Due to condition (H2) we have that the matrix M is invertible, which in turn implies that the square matrices M (ℓ) are invertible for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s. Following [25] , we apply Gaussian elimination to the matrix M (ℓ) for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s and obtain a set of
that generate the same linear subspace of Q[X, X −1 ] as the polynomials in (4.1). Therefore, for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s the set of common zeros in (C * ) n of the polynomials
is given by the system X α ℓ,k ℓ = c α ℓ,k ℓ , . . . , X α ℓ,1 = c α ℓ,1 . Putting these s systems together, we obtain a binomial system of the form
with α i ∈ Z n and p i ∈ Q \ {0} (1 ≤ i ≤ n), that defines the variety V 0,γ . Note that the second part of condition (H2) ensures the non-vanishing of the constants p i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Now, let E denote the (n × n)-matrix whose columns are the exponent vectors α 1 , . . . , α n . Using [51, Proposition 8.10], we obtain unimodular matrices K = (k i,j ) 1≤i,j≤n , L = (l i,j ) 1≤i,j≤n of Z n×n , and a diagonal matrix diag(r 1 , . . . , r n ) ∈ Z n×n which give the Smith Normal Form for E, i.e., matrices such that the identity
holds in Z n×n . We observe that the upper bound (4.4) log K ≤ (4n + 5)(log n + log E ) holds, where A denotes the maximum of the absolute value of the entries of a given matrix A [51, Proposition 8.10]. Let Z 1 , . . . , Z n be new indeterminates, and write Z := (Z 1 , . . . , Z n ). We introduce the change of coordinates given by
Making this change of coordinates in (4.2) we obtain the system
which is equivalent to the "diagonal" system
Inverting some of the coefficients q j if necessary we may assume without loss of generality that the integers r 1 , . . . , r n are positive. We first describe an algorithm for computing a geometric solution of the variety V 0,γ ⊂ A n in the coordinate system of A n defined by Z 1 , . . . , Z n . This algorithm takes as input the set of polynomials Z For this purpose, assume that we are given a linear form u := u 1 Z 1 +· · ·+ u n Z n ∈ Q[Z 1 , . . . , Z n ] which separates the points of V 0,γ . Observe that the fact that u is a separating linear form for V 0,γ implies that u i = 0 holds for i = 1, . . . , n. Let Y, Y be new indeterminates and let m 1 , . . . , m n ∈ Q[Y ] be the sequence of polynomials defined recursively by:
We claim that the polynomial m n equals (up to scaling by a nonzero element of Q) the minimal polynomial m u ∈ Q[Y ] of the coordinate function induced by u in the Q-algebra extension Q ֒→ Q[V 0,γ ]. Indeed, for every 2 ≤ i ≤ n, the polynomial m i (Y ) is a linear combination of u
Thus, assuming inductively that
,γ ] as well. Taking into account that deg m n ≤ r 1 . . . r n and that m u is a nonzero polynomial of degree D γ := r 1 · · · r n = #(V 0,γ ), we conclude that our claim holds.
In order to compute the polynomial m u , we compute the resultants in (4.5). Since the resultant ) arithmetic operations in Q and does not require any division by a nonconstant polynomial in the coefficients u 1 , . . . , u n (see, e.g., [9] , [10] ). Each univariate resultant can be computed using the algorithms in e.g. [5] , [56] with M(r 1 · · · r i ) arithmetic operations in Q. Altogether, we obtain an algorithm for computing the minimal polynomial m u which performs O M(D 2 γ ) arithmetic operations in Q.
Next, we extend this algorithm to an algorithm for computing a geometric solution of V 0,γ as explained in Subsection 2.3. We obtain the following result: Proposition 4.1. Suppose that the coefficients of the linear form u are randomly chosen in the set {1, . . . , 4nρD 3 γ }, where ρ is a fixed positive integer. Then the algorithm described above computes a geometric solution of the variety V 0,γ (in the coordinate system Z 1 , . . . , Z n ) with error probability at most 1/ρ using O nM(D 2 γ ) arithmetic operations in Q.
Proof. As proved by our previous arguments, it is clear that the algorithm described computes a geometric solution of V 0,γ with the stated number of arithmetic operations in Q. There remains to analyze its error probability.
The only probabilistic step of the algorithm is the choice of the coefficients of the linear form u, which must satisfy two requirements. First, u must separate the points of the variety V 0,γ . Since V 0,γ consists of D γ distinct points of A n , from Theorem 2.2 it follows that for a random choice of the coefficients of u in the set {1, . . . , 4nρD 3 γ }, the linear form u separates the points of V 0,γ with error probability at most 1/4nρD γ ≤ 1/2ρ.
The second requirement concerns the computation of the univariate resultants of the generic versions of the polynomials in (4.5) . This is required in order to extend the algorithm for computing the minimal polynomial m u to an algorithm for computing a geometric solution of the variety V 0,γ . We use a fast algorithm for computing resultants over Q(Λ) based on the Extended Euclidean Algorithm (EEA for short). We shall perform the EEA over the ring of power series Q[[Λ − u]], truncating all the intermediate results up to order 2. Therefore, the choice of the coefficients of u must guarantee that all the elements of Q[Λ] which have to be inverted during the execution of the EEA are invertible elements of the ring
For this purpose, we observe that, similarly to the proof of [56, Theorem 6.52], one deduces that all the denominators of the elements of Q(Λ) arising during the application of the EEA to the generic version of the polynomials u
of degree 2r 1 · · · r i for any α ∈ Q. This EEA step must be executed for r 1 · · · r i distinct values of α ∈ Q, in order to perform the interpolation step. Hence the product of the denominators arising during all the applications of the EEA has degree at most 2nD 3 γ . Therefore, from Theorem 2.2 we conclude that for a random choice of its coefficients in the set {1, . . . , 4nρD 3 γ }, the linear form u satisfies our second requirement with error probability at most 1/2ρ.
The lemma follows putting both error probability estimates together.
Finally, we compute a geometric solution of the variety V 0,γ in the original coordinate system defined by X 1 , . . . , X n .
For this purpose, we compute the minimal polynomial
)). In order to compute m u , we use the polynomials m u , w 1 , . . . , w n which form the previously computed geometric solution of V 0,γ in the variables Z 1 , . . . , Z n : from the identities
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) we deduce that m u equals the minimal polynomial of the image of the projection η u :
, from which we easily conclude that m u satisfies the following identity:
We compute the monomials w 1 ( u)
where E γ is the matrix of the exponents of the cell corresponding to the inner normal γ. Observe that all these steps are independent of the coefficients of the linear form u we are considering and therefore do not introduce any division by a nonconstant polynomial in the coefficients u 1 , . . . , u n . In the next step we compute the right-hand side of (4.6) modulo m u (Y ), with O nD γ arithmetic operations in Q. Then we compute the resultant (4.7) by a process which interpolates (4.7) in the variable Y to reduce the question to the computation of D γ +1 univariate resultants, in the same way as for the computation of the resultants in (4.5). This requires O M(D γ ) 2 arithmetic operations in Q. If the linear form u separates the points of V 0,γ , then we can extend the algorithm for computing m u (Y ) to an algorithm for computing a geometric solution of V 0,γ with the algorithm underlying the proof of Lemma 2.4. This extension requires that the coefficients u 1 , . . . , u n of the linear form u do not annihilate the denominators in Q[Λ] which arise from the application of the algorithm described above to the generic version Λ 1 X 1 + · · · + Λ n X n of the linear form u. Such denominators arise only during the computation of the generic version of the resultant (4.7). Hence, with a similar analysis as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we conclude that, if the coefficients of u are chosen randomly in the set {1, . . . , 4ρD 3 γ }, then the error probability of our algorithm is bounded by 1/ρ. In conclusion, we have: Proposition 4.2. Suppose that we are given a geometric solution of V 0,γ in the coordinate system Z 1 , . . . , Z n , as provided by the algorithm underlying Proposition 4.1, and the coefficients of the linear form u are randomly chosen in the set {1, . . . , 4ρD 3 γ }, where ρ is a fixed positive integer. Then the algorithm described above computes a geometric solution of the variety V 0,γ with error probability at most 1/ρ using O n 3 log(n E γ )M(D γ ) 2 arithmetic operations in Q.
Finally, from Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 and the fact that E γ is bounded by Q := 2 max 1≤i≤n { q ; q ∈ ∆ i }, we immediately deduce the following result: 
4.2.
The computation of a geometric solution of the first deformation. The second step of our algorithm consists in the computation of a geometric solution of the curve V of (3.2). This will be done by "lifting" the geometric solutions of the varieties V 0,γ computed in the previous section for all γ ∈ Γ. We recall the definition of the variety V . Let I denote the ideal of Q[X, T ] generated by the polynomials h 1 , . . . , h n of (3.1), which form the polyhedral deformation of the generic polynomials h 1 , . . . , h n , and let J denote the Jacobian determinant of h 1 , . . . , h n with respect to the variables X 1 , . . . , X n . Let V (I) be the set of common zeros in A n+1 of h 1 , . . . , h n . Then V := V (I : J ∞ ). Alternatively, let π : V (I) → A 1 be the linear projection defined by π(x, t) = t. Consider the decomposition of V (I) into its irreducible components
Suppose that the restriction π| Ci : C i → A 1 of the projection π is dominant for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and is not dominant for r + 1 ≤ i ≤ s. We shall show that V := r i=1 C i holds, i.e., V is the union of all the irreducible components of V (I) which project dominantly over A 1 . Furthermore, we shall show that V ⊂ A n+1 is a curve which constitutes a suitable deformation of the variety defined by the system h 1 = · · · = h n = 0. For this purpose, we shall use the following technical lemma: Lemma 4.4. Let F 1 , . . . , F n ∈ Q[X, T ] and V := {(x, t) ∈ A n+1 : F 1 (x, t) = 0, . . . , F n (x, t) = 0}. Set I := (F 1 , . . . , F n ) ⊂ Q[X, T ] and let J denote the Jacobian determinant of F 1 , . . . , F n with respect to the variables X. Consider the linear projection π : V → A 1 defined by π(x, t) := t. Assume that #π −1 (t) ≤ D holds for generic values of t ∈ A 1 and that there exists a point t 0 ∈ A 1 such that the fiber π −1 (t 0 ) is a zero-dimensional variety of degree D with J(x, t 0 ) = 0 for every (x, t 0 ) ∈ π −1 (t 0 ). Let V dom be the union of all the irreducible components C of V with π(C) = A 1 . Then:
• V dom is a nonempty equidimensional variety of dimension 1.
• V dom is the union of all the irreducible components of V having a non-empty intersection with π −1 (t 0 ).
Proof. First we observe that dim(C) ≥ 1 for each irreducible component C of V, since V is defined by n polynomials in an (n + 1)-dimensional space. Let C be an irreducible component of V for which π −1 (t 0 )∩C = ∅ holds. Consider the restriction π| C : C → A 1 of the projection map π. Then we have that π| −1 C (t 0 ) is a nonempty zero-dimensional variety, which implies that the generic fiber of π| C is either zero-dimensional or empty. Since dim(C) ≥ 1, the Theorem on the Dimension of Fibers implies that dim(C) = 1 and that π| C : C → A 1 is a dominant map with generically-finite fibers. This shows that C ⊂ V dom and, in particular, that V dom is nonempty.
Conversely, we have that π −1 (t 0 ) ∩ C = ∅ holds for any irreducible component C of V dom . Indeed, assume on the contrary the existence of an irreducible component C 0 not satisfying this condition. Then, there is a point t 1 ∈ A 1 having a finite fiber π −1 (t 1 ) such that π| −1 C0 (t 1 ) and π| −1 C (t 1 ) have maximal cardinality for every C with C ∩ π −1 (t 0 ) = ∅. This implies that #π −1 (t 1 ) > #π −1 (t 0 ) = D, leading to a contradiction.
We conclude that V dom is the nonempty equidimensional variety of dimension 1 which consists of all the irreducible components C of V with π −1 (t 0 ) ∩ C = ∅. Furthermore, this shows that the restriction π| V dom :
Finally we show that the identity V dom = V (I : J ∞ ) holds. First, note that the irreducible components of V (I : J ∞ ) are all the irreducible components of V where the Jacobian J does not vanish identically. Thus, it is clear that V dom ⊂ V (I : J ∞ ), since J does not vanish at the points of π −1 (t 0 ) ∩ C for each irreducible component C of V dom . On the other hand, if C is an irreducible component of V for which the projection π| C : C → A 1 is not dominant, then C is the set of common zeros of the polynomials F 1 , . . . , F n , T − t C for some value t C . Since dim(C) ≥ 1, we have that the Jacobian matrix ∂(F 1 , . . . , F n , T − t C )/∂(X 1 , . . . , X n , T ) is singular at every point (x, t C ) of C. Hence, its determinant, which equals J, vanishes over C.
Now we return to the study of the variety V and show that the assumptions of Lemma 4.4 hold. Observe that π −1 (t) = V t × {t} holds for every t ∈ A 1 , where V t := {x ∈ A n : h 1 (x, t) = 0, . . . , h n (x, t) = 0}. Furthermore, the polynomials h 1 (X, t), . . . , h n (X, t) are obtained by a suitable substitution of the variables Ω of the generic polynomials H 1 , . . . , H n ∈ Q[Ω, X] with supports ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n introduced in (3.7). Indeed, if c = (c 1 , . . . , c n ) is the vector of coefficients of h 1 , . . . , h n , the coefficient vector of h i (X, t) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is (c i,q t ωi(q) ) q∈∆i for every t ∈ A 1 . By Lemma 3.1, there exists a nonzero polynomial
′ n ) with P (0) (c ′ ) = 0 the associated sparse system defines a zero-dimensional variety. In particular, the coefficients c = (c 1 , . . . , c n ) of our input polynomials h 1 : = H 1 (c 1 , X) , . . . , h n = H n (c n , X) satisfy P (0) (c) = 0. This shows that the polynomial P (0)
(1 ≤ i ≤ n, q ∈ ∆ i ) in the polynomial P (0) is nonzero, since it does not vanish at T = 1. We conclude that V t is a zero-dimensional variety for all but a finite number of t ∈ A 1 . Thus, π −1 (t) is finite for generic values of t ∈ A 1 . Finally, by condition (H1), the fiber π −1 (1) = V (h 1 , . . . , h n ) × {1} is a zerodimensional variety of degree D = deg(π) and the Jacobian determinant J := det(∂ h i /∂X j ) 1≤i,j≤n does not vanish at any of its points. On the other hand, the fact that #π −1 (t) ≤ D holds for generic values t ∈ A 1 follows from the BKK theorem.
This shows that the variety V (I) and its defining polynomials h 1 , . . . , h n satisfy all the assumptions of Lemma 4.4. Thus, we have:
n+1 is a curve. Furthermore, every irreducible component of V has a nonempty intersection with the fiber π −1 (1) of the projection map π : V → A 1 .
Generic linear projections of V .
In order to compute a geometric solution of the space curve V , we shall first exhibit a procedure for computing the minimal polynomial of a generic linear projection of V . Let u ∈ Q[X 1 , . . . , X n ] be a linear form which separates the points of the "initial varieties" V 0,γ for all the inner normals γ := (γ 1 , . . . , γ n+1 ) of the lower facets of the polyhedral deformation under consideration. Let π u : V → A 2 be the morphism defined by π u (x, t) := (t, u(x)). Since the projection map π : V → A 1 defined by π(x, t) := t is dominant, it follows that the Zariski closure of the image of π u is a Q-definable hypersurface of . Indeed, let Q 1 , . . . , Q n ⊂ R n+1 be the Newton polytopes of the polynomials h 1 , . . . , h n of (3.1), and let ∆ ⊂ R n+1 be the standard unitary simplex in the plane {T = 0}. Then the following estimate holds:
Furthermore, equality holds in Let m u be the minimal polynomial of u in the extension
denotes the field of Puiseux series in the variable
T over Q (see, e.g., [57] ) and h 1 , . . . , h n are considered as elements of Q(T )[X]. Our hypotheses imply that there exist D distinct n-tuples
n of Puiseux series such that the following equalities hold in Q(T ) * for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ D:
(see [25] ). Since Q[ V ] ⊗ Q(T ) is the coordinate ring of the Q(T )-variety V, from (4.9) we deduce that the dimension of
since as a consequence of our assumptions deg Y m u = D holds, we conclude that
, from which we conclude that M u is a multiple of m u by a factor in Q(T ) [Y ] . Taking into account that both are polynomials of degree D in the variable Y and that m u is monic in this variable, we deduce that m u is the quotient of M u by its leading coefficient.
4.2.2.
A procedure for computing m u . Now we exhibit a procedure for computing the minimal polynomial m u , which is based on the expression (4.10) of m u in terms of the Puiseux expansions (3.3). Then we will apply Lemma 2.4 to this procedure in order to obtain an algorithm for computing a geometric solution of the curve V . With notations as in Section 3.1, let Γ ⊂ Z n+1 be the set of primitive integer vectors of the form γ := (γ 1 , . . . , γ n , γ n+1 ) ∈ Z n+1 with γ n+1 > 0 for which there is a cell C = (C (1) , . . . , C (s) ) of type (k 1 , . . . , k s ) of the subdivision of A induced by ω such that C has inner normal γ. As asserted in Section 3.1, if γ ∈ Γ is the inner normal of the lifting C of a cell C of type (k 1 , . . . , k s ), there exist
satisfying (4.9). Considering the projection of the branches of V parametrized by the D γ vectors of Puiseux series x (j,γ) for each γ ∈ Γ, we obtain the following element m γ of Q((
From (2.1) we conclude that (4.10) may be expressed in the following way: 
according to (3.6) . Therefore the polynomial m γ (T γn+1 , Y ) ∈ Q((T ))[Y ] can be expressed in terms of the power series solutions σ (j,γ) := (σ
. . , h n,γ . Indeed, from (4.11) it follows that (4.14)
where
may be considered as the minimal polynomial m uγ (T,Y ) of the projection induced by u γ on the subvariety V γ of A n (Q(T ) * ) consisting of the set of power series {σ (1,γ) , . . . , σ (Dγ ,γ) }. This remark will allow us to compute a suitable approximation to the Laurent polynomial
. In order to describe this approximation, we introduce the following terminology: for G, G ∈ Q((T )) and s ∈ Z, we say that G approximates G with precision s in Q((T )) if the Laurent series G − G has order at least s + 1 in T . We shall use the notation G ≡ G mod (T s+1 ). Furthermore, if G, G are two elements of a polynomial ring Q((T ))[Y ], we say that G approximates G with precision s if every coefficient a ∈ Q((T )) of G approximates the corresponding coefficient a ∈ Q((T )) of G with precision s (in the sense of the previous definition). 
arithmetic operations in Q , where M γ := max{γ 1 , . . . , γ n } and L γ is the number of arithmetic operations required to evaluate the polynomials h i,γ of (3.6), and has error probability at most 2/ρ.
Proof. Let notations and assumptions be as before. In order to compute the required approximation of the polynomial m uγ we first compute the corresponding approximation of the polynomials that form a geometric solution of the variety
we may apply of the global Newton iterator of [21] (see also [50] ) in order to "lift" the given geometric solution of V 0,γ to the geometric solution of the variety V γ associated to the linear form u ∈ Q[X] with any prescribed precision.
Denote m , w u,1,γ , . . . , w u,n,γ which form the geometric solution of V γ associated with the linear form u with precision 2 k for any k ≥ 0. Assume without loss of generality that γ i ≥ 0 and 0 = min{γ 1 , . . . , γ n } hold for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Indeed, if there exists γ i < 0, setting γ i0 := min{γ 1 , . . . , γ n } we have
Since γ i − γ i0 ≥ 0 holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, this shows that the computation of an approximation m uγ := m γ (T γn+1 , Y ) can be easily reduced to a situation in which γ i ≥ 0 holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Note that the global Newton iterator cannot be directly applied in order to compute the geometric solution of {σ (1) Although by hypothesis u γ separates the points of V γ , it might not separate the points of V 0,γ and it is not clear from which precision on, the corresponding approximations of the points of V γ are separated by u γ . Requiring u γ to be a separating form for all the approximations of the points of V γ is an essential hypothesis for the iterator of [21] which cannot be suppressed without causing a significant growth of the complexity of the procedure (see [30] , [31] ). (2) The iterator of [21] makes critical use of the fact that the coefficients of the linear form under consideration are elements of Q in order to determine how a given precision can be achieved.
Nevertheless, we shall exhibit a modification of the procedure which computes an approximation of m uγ (T, Y ) with precision 2γ n+1 E without changing the asymptotic number of arithmetic operations performed. In order to circumvent (1) we require an additional generic condition to be satisfied by the coefficients u 1 , . . . , u n defining
i,m−γi := 0 for m < γ i . To state this condition, we need the following claim:
Claim. Set M γ := max{γ 1 , . . . ,γ n } and let Λ 1 , . . . , Λ n be indeterminates over C [T,X] . Then the following inequality holds for every 1 ≤ j, h ≤ D γ with j = h:
Proof of Claim. Suppose on the contrary that there exist j = h such that
for Λ i in this identity for i = 1, . . . , n, we have
Substituting 0 for T in this identity, we deduce that
which contradicts the fact that the vectors x
This finishes the proof of the claim.
By the claim we see that the polynomial
is nonzero, and therefore has a nonzero coefficient
. Since a j,h has degree 1 for every 1 ≤ j < h ≤ D γ , it follows that A has degree Dγ 2 . Furthermore, for every (u 1 , . . . , u n ) ∈ C n with A γ (u 1 , . . . , u n ) = 0, the corresponding
. From Theorem 2.2 we see that for a random choice of the coefficients u 1 , . . . , u n in the set {1, . . . , ρD 2 γ } the linear form u γ separates the first M γ terms of the points of V γ with probability at least 1 − 1/ρ. From now on we assume that u γ satisfies this requirement.
The algorithm proceeds in three steps. First, it computes a suitable approximation to the geometric solution of V γ associated to the linear form u := n i=1 u i X i by means of κ 0 := ⌈log(M γ + 1)⌉ steps of the global Newton iterator of [21] . This approximation is used in order to obtain the corresponding approximation m and outputs the required approximation to the polynomials m uγ , w uγ ,1 , . . . , w uγ ,n that form the geometric solution of V γ associated with u γ . Now we consider the three steps above in detail. The first step takes as input the given geometric solution m 
Here ϕ
is the Taylor expansion of order 2 κ0 of the power series u(σ (j,γ) ), that is, ϕ
According to [21, Proposition 7] , it follows that this step requires performing
where L γ denotes the number of arithmetic operations in Q required to evaluate the polynomials h i,γ of (3.6). Furthermore, in view of the application of Lemma 2.4 it is important to remark that this step does not involve any division by a nonconstant polynomial in the coefficients u 1 , . . . , u n .
Next we discuss the second step. In this step we obtain approximations m
uγ ,n of the polynomials that form the geometric solution of V γ associated with u γ with precision 2 κ0 ≥ M γ , namely
Here φ
is the Taylor expansion of
From conditions (i) u,κ0 -(iv) u,κ0 and the elementary properties of the resultant it is easy to see that m (κ0) uγ satisfies the following identity:
The resultant of the right-hand side is computed mod (T Mγ +1 ) by interpolation in the variable Y to reduce the problem to the computation of D γ resultants, as explained in the computation of the resultant in (4.7). These D γ resultants involve two polynomials of Q[T, Y ] of degree in Y bounded by D γ and are computed mod (T Mγ +1 ). Hence we deduce that this step requires
We apply Lemma 2.4 in order to extend this procedure to an algorithm computing m Finally, we consider the third step of the algorithm. For κ 1 := ⌈log(2γ n+1 E +1)⌉, we apply κ 1 − κ 0 times an adaptation of the global Newton iterator of [21] to the polynomials m uγ ,n computed in the previous step. In the kth iteration step, we compute polynomials m
uγ ,n satisfying:
In particular, it follows that m (κ1) uγ is the required approximation to m uγ with precision 2γ n+1 E.
Fix κ 0 < k ≤ κ 1 . We briefly describe how we can obtain an approximation with precision 2 k of the polynomials that form the geometric solution of V γ associated to the linear form u γ from an approximation with precision 2 k−1 . Similarly to
uγ is the result of applying a "classical Newton step" to w (k−1) uγ , as described in [21] . Furthermore, write ∆ m (T,
We conclude that the following congruence relation holds:
A similar argument proves the following congruence relation
Each iteration of our adaptation of the global Newton iteration is based on (4.16) and (4.17), which are extensions of the corresponding congruence relations of [21] . We first compute w uγ by a standard Newton-Hensel lifting, and then evaluate the expressions (4.16) and (4.17) . With a similar analysis as in [21, Proposition 7] we conclude that the whole procedure requires
Finally, combining the complexity estimates of the three steps above and the probability of achievement of the two generic conditions imposed to the coefficients u 1 , . . . , u n , we deduce the statement of the proposition.
Using the algorithm of the statement of Proposition 4.6 for all γ ∈ Γ we obtain approximations of the factors m γ which allow us to compute the minimal polynomial m u and hence a geometric solution of V . Our next result outlines this procedure and estimates its complexity and error probability. Proposition 4.7. Suppose that we are given a geometric solution of the variety V 0,γ for all γ ∈ Γ, as provided by Theorem 4.3, with a linear form u ∈ Q[X 1 , . . . , X n ] whose coefficients are randomly chosen in the set {1, . . . , 4ρD
4 }, where ρ is a fixed positive integer. Then there is an algorithm which computes a geometric solution of the curve V with error probability bounded by
where L γ is the number of arithmetic operations required to evaluate the polynomials h i,γ of (3.6) for all γ ∈ Γ and M Γ := max γ∈Γ max{γ 1 , . . . ,γ n+1 }.
Proof. For each γ ∈ Γ, we apply the algorithm underlying the proof of Proposition 4.6 in order to obtain an approximation of m uγ with precision 2γ n+1 E. Due to (4.14), this polynomial immediately yields an approximation with precision 2E of
. Multiplying all these approximations, we obtain an approximation with precision 2E of the polynomial m u = γ∈Γ m γ of (4.12). Since every coefficient a j (T ) of m u ∈ Q(T )[Y ] is a rational function of Q(T ) having a reduced representation with numerator and denominator of degree at most E, such a representation of a j (T ) can be computed from its approximation with precision 2E using Padé approximation with O(M(E)) arithmetic operations in Q.
In order to estimate the complexity of the whole procedure, we estimate the complexity of its three main steps:
(i) the computation of the polynomials m γ with precision 2E for all γ ∈ Γ, which requires Next we discuss how this procedure can be extended to the computation of a geometric solution of V in the sense of Section 2.3. Two computations of the above procedure involve divisions by the coefficients u i of the linear form u: the computation of the resultant of (4.15) for all γ ∈ Γ and the Padé approximations of (iii). Both computations are reduced to D applications of the EEA, which is performed in a ring Q(Λ). A similar analysis as in Proposition 4.1 shows that all the denominators in Q[Λ] arising during such application of the EEA are divisors of a polynomial of degree 4D
4 . Therefore, according to Lemma 2.4, we conclude that a geometric solution of V can be computed with O (n 2 L + n 1+Ω )M(M Γ )M(D) M(D) + M(E) arithmetic operations in Q, with an algorithm with error probability at most 1/ρ, provided that the coefficients of u are randomly chosen in the set {1, . . . , 4ρD 4 }.
Putting together Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 4.7 we obtain the main result of this section: Here L := max γ∈Γ L γ , where L γ is the number of arithmetic operations required to evaluate the polynomials h i,γ of (3.6) for all γ ∈ Γ, Q := 2 max 1≤i≤n { q ; q ∈ ∆ i }, and M Γ := max γ∈Γ γ .
4.3.
Solving a sufficiently generic sparse system. Now we obtain a geometric solution of the zero-dimensional variety V 1 := {x ∈ C n : h 1 (x) = 0, . . . , h n (x) = 0} from a geometric solution of the curve V .
With notations as in the previous section, we have that V 1 = π −1 (1), where π : V → A 1 is the linear projection defined by π(x, t) := t. Moreover, due to Lemma 4.5, the equality V 1 = π −1 (1) ∩ V holds. This enables us to easily obtain a geometric solution of V 1 from a geometric solution of the curve V . 
The solution of the original system
Let notations and assumptions be as in the previous sections. Assume that we are given a geometric solution m u (Y ), v 1 (Y ), . . . , v n (Y ) of the zero-dimensional variety V 1 defined by the polynomials h 1 := f 1 + g 1 , . . . , h n := f n + g n . Assume further that the linear form u of such a geometric solution separates the points of the zerodimensional variety f 1 = · · · = f n = 0. In this section we describe a procedure for computing a geometric solution of the input system f 1 = · · · = f n = 0.
For this purpose, we introduce an indeterminate T over Q[X] and consider the "deformation" F 1 , . . . , F n ∈ Q[X, T ] of the polynomials f 1 , . . . , f n defined in the following way:
Set V := {(x, t) ∈ A n+1 : F 1 (x, t) = · · · = F n (x, t) = 0} and denote by π : V → A 1 the projection map defined by π(x, t) := t. As in Subsection 4.2, we introduce the variety V dom ⊂ A n+1 defined as the union of all the irreducible components of V whose projection over A 1 is dominant.
5.1. Solution of the second deformation. In this section we describe an efficient procedure for computing a geometric solution of V dom from the geometric solution of π −1 (0) provided by Proposition 4.9. Since π −1 (0) is the variety defined by the "sufficiently generic" sparse system h 1 (X) = F 1 (X, 0) = 0, . . . , h n (X) = F n (X, 0) = 0, with similar arguments to those leading to the proof of Lemma 4.5, it is not difficult to see that the polynomials F 1 , . . . , F n , the variety V, the projection π : V → A 1 , and the fiber π −1 (0) satisfy all the assumptions of Lemma 4.4. We conclude that V dom is a curve and that the identity V ∩ π We can apply Lemma 2.3 in order to estimate deg T m in combinatorial terms. Indeed, let Q 1 , . . . , Q n ⊂ R n+1 be the Newton polytopes of the polynomials F 1 , . . . , F n and let ∆ ⊂ R n+1 be the standard unitary simplex in the plane {T = 0}. Since Q i ⊂ Q i × [0, 1] holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where Q i ⊂ R n is the Newton polytope of h i , by (2.3) of Lemma 2.3 we deduce the following estimate:
M V (∆, Q 1 , . . . , Q i−1 , Q i+1 , . . . , Q n ).
With this definition of E ′ , we have: Summarizing, we sketch the whole procedure computing a geometric solution of the input system f 1 = · · · = f n = 0. Fix ρ ≥ 4. We randomly choose the coefficients of the polynomials g 1 , . . . , g n in the set {1, . . . , 4ρ(nd) 2n+1 + 2ρn 2 2 N1+···+Ns } and coefficients of linear forms u, u in the set {1, . . . , 16nρD 4 }. By Theorem 2.2 it follows that the polynomials g 1 , . . . , g n and the linear forms u, u satisfy all the conditions required with probability at least 1 − 1/ρ. Then we apply the algorithms underlying Propositions 4.9 and 5.1 in order to obtain a geometric solution of the variety V dom . Finally, we use the procedure above to compute a geometric solution of the input system f 1 = · · · = f n = 0. This yields the following result:
Theorem 5.2. The algorithm sketched above computes a geometric solution of the input system f 1 = · · · = f n = 0 with error probability at most 1/ρ using O n 2 max{L,
arithmetic operations in Q. Here L := max γ∈Γ L γ , where L γ is the number of arithmetic operations required to evaluate the polynomials h i,γ of (3.6) for all γ ∈ Γ, L ′ denotes the number of arithmetic operations required to evaluate F 1 , . . . , F n , M Γ := max γ∈Γ γ , and Q := 2 max 1≤i≤n { q ; q ∈ ∆ i }.
